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Auction

Just when you thought you have seen it all, an extremely rare diamond appears. Perched majestically on an expansive

1688m2 block, 43 Shuttlewood Drive defines the pinnacle of luxury living. This architectural marvel presents 5 bedrooms,

5 bathrooms, a resort-style pool with three cascading waterfalls, a state-of-the-art cinema, a fireplace and an exquisite

bar. Spanning an incredible 885m2 under roof and meticulously crafted in 2015, this extraordinary home is set in the

highly sought-after suburb of Richmond. Despite its extensive land size and serene rural feel, it is mere minutes from

Mackay's CBD and the vibrant Northern Beaches Central. It isn't just a home; it's a lifestyle of prestige, class and

sophistication. An aura of grandeur greets you as you approach this magnificent property, hinting at its possibilities. A

tiered descent leads to an elegant open kitchen, dining, and living area, all with ultra-high 3.5m ceilings and ducted air

conditioning throughout. The superior kitchen boasts a stone island, 2pac cabinetry, premium stainless-steel appliances,

and a walk-in-pantry. A stunning waterfall feature in the kitchen accentuates the room's beauty. This area seamlessly

flows onto a gorgeous deck with frameless glass balustrades, ensuring unobstructed views. Adjacent is a refined sitting

room centred around an inbuilt fireplace, surrounded by floor-to-ceiling glass panes enhancing the breathtaking

surroundings, mote and picturesque views. With wide glass windows capturing the rural vistas, the vast master suite is an

opulent escape also boasting 3.5 m ceilings. It showcases an exceptional walk-in robe, ensuite with a freestanding tub, his

and her vanities, floor-to-ceiling tiles, and an intricately tiled feature wall. Both the bedroom and ensuite afford direct

access via sliding glass doors to a private outdoor courtyard. Bedrooms 2, 3, and 4 are super king-sized with walk-in robes

and perfectly appointed ensuites - a rare luxury for every household member. Bedroom 5 offers triple glass built-ins, while

the home office is ideal for business, with polished floors, a built-in desk, lockable storage, and a separate entrance. The

main bathroom includes a walk-in shower, a freestanding tub, and a backlit mirrored vanity.Immerse yourself in cinematic

bliss in the fully equipped home cinema, blacked out for optimal viewing. An integrated home theatre bed and a

cutting-edge fibre optic starlit ceiling with dynamic LED backlighting transform the room into a celestial haven. Indulge in

the lavish, custom-built cocktail lounge, complete with a granite stone island bar that moves up and down to exposure bar

shelving, LED-lit floors, a kitchenette, a striking fish tank set into the wall, polished timber floors, a pool table, and a

seating area. This sophisticated space extends to an elevated outdoor entertainment deck, beautifully tiled with an

impressive feature timber ceiling and a built-in sound system. Presenting an unparalleled hosting experience, this space

ensures every event is unforgettable.Step out into a sprawling central outdoor paradise designed for ultimate indulgence.

This space features an outdoor kitchen and bathroom, overlooking a show-stopping resort-style pool rivalling those of the

finest hotels, embellished with three waterfalls. Enjoy advanced superior technology with fully equipped "comms room"

and a top-of-the-line security system, all operable from your mobile phone. The property also includes 11 smart TV's,

integrated iPads in multiple rooms for full functionality of all lights, blinds TV's etc. multiple garages and vehicle spaces

that are all tiled and air conditioned, as well as a dedicated storage room and pool pump shed. Meticulous landscaping

with automatic irrigation incorporates garden beds within architecturally designed structural walls, with built-in

staircases connecting levels in aesthetic harmony.Disclaimer: We have in preparing this information used our best

endeavours to ensure that the information contained herein is true and accurate but accept no responsibility and disclaim

all liability in respect of any errors, omissions, inaccuracies or misstatements that may occur. Prospective purchasers

should make their own enquiries to verify the information contained herein.


